WANTED: Public bullhorn for decentralized distributed computing

Are you a disenchanted former advocate of the (so-called) cloud? Do you see the writing on the wall with respect to the scalability of current information technologies, especially in the face of massive Internet-of-Things™ botnets, and an ever-encroaching surveillance culture? Do you like to flaunt the peer-to-peer future, loud and proud, among your exasperated colleagues and co-workers?

Golem Factory, creator of the Ethereum-powered “Golem” P2P decentralized compute grid, seeks the near-impossible combination of: skilled public communicator, community infiltrator, and knowledgeable decentralization evangelist, for a full-time role to begin immediately. You will be responsible for one or more critical aspects of communicating what Golem is, helping to paint a picture for various communities of both how it will be used, and how it can help to solve community-specific problems. Specific tasks you may be asked to perform include:

- Researching specific “computing” cults (i.e. “Rendering”), in order to discover their needs, who their particular thought-leaders are, and how to reach them.
- Communicating with both whole communities and thought-leaders in a positive and considerate way.
- Maintaining active relationships with relevant parties and potential/actual business partners.
- Writing blog posts, articles, papers, comments, etc.
- Conducting interviews, being interviewed, generally advocating/evangelizing for Golem and the general trends that its existence espouses.

We seek a native English speaker with excellent communication skills in both written and spoken form. Ideally you are located in Warsaw, Poland, or are able to relocate. If you are not able to relocate permanently, we will require a few months on-site at the start, in order to determine that both your communication skills and personal discipline are extraordinary.

If you have ever dreamed of spreading the gospel of decentralized distributed computing, while being ployed by the occasional pierogi or goląbki... if you are a proper rabble-rouser who sees S3 and Cloudflare as a clear sign of the end of the good (old) times... If you believe in your heart-of-hearts that decentralization of compute (and everything else) is the only sane way forward, then we want to hear from you.

Compensation can be paid in the crypto-currency of your choice (as long as it is BTC or ETH), and includes a nice dollop of Golem Network Token (GNT).

Contact jobs@golem.network